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Mechanism for epitaxial breakdown during low-temperature Ge„001… molecular beam epitaxy

K. A. Bratland, Y. L. Foo, J. A. N. T. Soares, T. Spila, P. Desjardins,* and J. E. Greene
Materials Science Department and the Frederick Seitz Materials Research Laboratory, University of Illinois,

104 South Goodwin Avenue, Urbana, Illinois 61801
~Received 10 October 2002; published 31 March 2003!

A combination of in situ and post-deposition experiments were designed to probe surface roughening
pathways leading to epitaxial breakdown during low-temperature (Ts595– 190 °C) growth of Ge~001! by
molecular beam epitaxy~MBE!. We demonstrate that epitaxial breakdown in these experiments is not con-
trolled by background hydrogen adsorption or gradual defect accumulation as previously suggested, but is a
growth-mode transition driven by kinetic surface roughening. Ge~001! layers grown atTs*170 °C remain
fully epitaxial to thicknessesh.1.6 mm, while deposition atTs,170 °C leads to a locally abrupt transition
from epitaxial to amorphous growth at critical film thicknessesh2(Ts). Surface morphology during low-
temperature Ge~001! MBE evolves via the formation of a periodic array of self-organized round growth
mounds which, for deposition atTs.115 °C, transform to a pyramidal shape with square bases having edges
aligned alonĝ100& directions. Surface widthsw and in-plane coherence lengthsd increase monotonically with
film thicknessh at a temperature-dependent rate. Ash→h1(Ts), defined as the onset of epitaxial breakdown,
deep cusps bounded by$111% facets form at the base of interisland trenches and we show that epitaxial
breakdown is initiated on these facets as the surface roughness reaches a criticalTs-independent aspect ratio
w/d.0.02. h1(Ts) and h2(Ts) follow relationshipsh1(2)}exp(2E1(2) /kTs), whereE1 is 0.61 eV andE2

50.48 eV.E1 is approximately equal to the Ge adatom diffusion barrier on Ge~001! while (E12E2)50.13 eV
is the free energy difference between crystalline and amorphous Ge. We summarize our results in a micro-
structural phase map vsTs andh, and propose an atomistic growth model to explain the epitaxial to amorphous
phase transition.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.125322 PACS number~s!: 81.10.Aj, 81.15.Aa, 81.05.Cy, 68.55.2a
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of a detailed atomic-level understand
of epitaxial growth at low temperatures~LT! is of interest for
both scientific and technological reasons. Thin film appli
tions require ever lower growth temperatures in order to,
example, obtain abrupt interfaces in multilayer devic
minimize alloy and dopant interlayer diffusion, reduce do
ant surface segregation, and inhibit phase transitions in m
stable materials. However, low growth temperatures lead
kinetic roughening1–9 due to correspondingly low adatom
mobilities and the presence of Ehrlich barriers,10 and/or deep
traps, at descending step edges. The latter results in a d
gence in adatom currents giving rise to increased isl
nucleation on upper terraces and the formation of a reg
array of growth mounds whose surface widthw and in-plane
coherence lengthd increase with increasing film thickness.4,7

The surface roughness continues to increase with film th
ness until the growth front breaks down in an irreversi
transition to amorphous layer deposition.11–13

The first observation that a limited epitaxial thickness c
be achieved atTs far below values believed to be the ‘‘min
mum’’ possible epitaxial temperature was reported in 19
by Jona,14 and later confirmed by de Jong,15 using low-
energy electron diffraction to show that a few monolayers
epitaxial Si could be deposited on Si~001!231 at room tem-
perature. In 1986, Aartset al.16 observed reflection high
energy electron diffraction~RHEED! oscillations at 25 °C
during growth of homoepitaxial Ge~001!231 layers, but no
structural analyses were provided. These initial reports le
a renewed interest in the fundamental limits of lo
0163-1829/2003/67~12!/125322~11!/$20.00 67 1253
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temperature epitaxial growth and more detailed investi
tions of homoepitaxial Si~001!,17–20 Si~111!,19 Ge~001!,4,7,13

GaAs~001!,19,21and heteroepitaxial Ge/Si~001! ~Ref. 22! and
Ge12xSnx /Ge(001) ~Refs. 23 and 24! by low-temperature
~LT! molecular beam epitaxy~MBE!. All results showed that
there is a critical, temperature-dependent, epitaxial thickn
rather than a unique epitaxial temperature, at which a tra
tion from epitaxial to amorphous growth is observed. Th
crystalline/amorphous phase transformation is typically p
ceded by the growth of an intermediate sublayer with a h
defect density.11,13,25

The epitaxial thickness has been defined in a variety
ways in prior reports. Here, we define two critical thic
nesses based upon direct experimental observation.h1(Ts) is
the film thickness at which bulk structural defects are fi
observed by RHEED and cross-sectional transmission e
tron microscopy~XTEM!, while h2(Ts) corresponds to the
thickness at which the entire layer has transformed from
itaxial to amorphous. While these definitions, as those u
in previous papers, depend upon experimental resolut
they are self-consistent and reproducible as a function ofTs .

Despite numerous investigations of LT epitaxy, a co
plete understanding of the atomic mechanisms respons
for epitaxial breakdown has not emerged. Several mod
including defect accumulation,25 continuous breakdown,17,25

hydrogen-induced breakdown,25–30 and kinetic rough-
ening4,6–8,11–13,24,25have been suggested to explain the o
served epitaxial-to-amorphous transition. Defect accumu
tion and continuous breakdown models involve, in their si
plest form, a continuous temperature-dependent increas
the concentration of lattice disorder. It has also been p
©2003 The American Physical Society22-1
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posed that adsorbed hydrogen from the residual backgro
gas leads to epitaxial breakdown as H terminates dang
bonds, thereby altering the surface reconstruction temp
and hindering adatom migration.25–30 Intentional H2 dosing
at .231022 ML s21 (PH2

5231026 Torr! during MBE

Si~001! growth at Ts5310 and 200 °C withR51.0 Å s21

decreased the epitaxial thickness from.1000 to 200 Å and
from .300 to 20 Å, respectively.25–28 Finally, there is evi-
dence indicating that kinetic surface roughening itself pla
an important role in controlling epitaxia
breakdown.4,6–8,13,24 During LT Si~001! and Ge~001! ho-
moepitaxial growth, the surface roughness has been show
increase rapidly nearh5h1(Ts).

4,6,8,13,25

In this paper, we present results on the solid-source M
growth of homoepitaxial Ge~001! over the temperature rang
Ts595– 190 °C at a deposition rateR50.5 Å s21. Surface
structural transitions during growth were monitored usingin
situ RHEED in combination with post-deposition atom
force microscopy~AFM!, XTEM, and high-resolution~HR!
XTEM. All films grown at Ts*170 °C remain epitaxial to
layer thicknesses in excess of 1.6mm. Ge~001! growth at
Ts,170 °C is characterized by the presence of three dist
sublayers. Forh,h1(Ts), the bulk Ge~001! layers appear
structurally perfect while surface morphology evolves via
formation of a periodic array of growth mounds prefere
tially bounded alonĝ100& directions. Surface widthsw and
in-plane coherence lengthsd increase monotonically with
film thickness. Ash→h1 , deep cusps bounded by$111% fac-
ets form at the base of interisland trenches as the sur
roughness reaches a critical aspect ratiow/d.0.02, which is
independent ofTs . Continued deposition to thicknessesh1
,h,h2 results in the formation of bulk structural defec
including 111 twins and stacking faults. The transition fro
epitaxial~although highly defective! to amorphous growth is
complete ath2(Ts). The epitaxial-to-amorphous transition
locally atomically abrupt, but the interface is quite rou
globally. Bothh1 andh2 increase withTs following the re-
lationshiph1(2)}exp(2E1(2) /kTs) with activation energies
E1 andE2 of 0.6160.05 and 0.4860.05 eV, respectively.

We demonstrate conclusively that low-temperature epit
ial breakdown in our experiments is not controlled by the2
background pressure, even at H2 partial pressuresPH2

up to

1027 Torr. Rather, we establish low-temperature epitax
breakdown as a growth mode transition and show that th
is a direct correlation between epitaxial breakdown and
netic roughening. The results are summarized in the form
a microstructural phase map plotted versusTs and h. The
crystalline/amorphous phase transition is discussed in te
of an atomistic growth model in which deposition on$111%
faceted cusps leads to double-positioning and ot
symmetry-breaking defects resulting in a loss of long-ran
order.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

All Ge~001! layers were grown in a load-locked mult
chamber MBE system with a base pressure of 5310211 Torr.
A pyrolytic BN effusion cell was used to evapora
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99.9999% pure Ge chunks with resistivity>40 V cm. The
effusion cell temperature was continuously monitored a
maintained constant to within61 °C during film growth us-
ing proportional-band feedback control. The effect of r
sidual hydrogen on LT epitaxy was investigated by backfi
ing the growth chamber with 99.9999% pure H2 to partial
pressures of up to 131027 Torr during growth.

Film surface structural transitions were monitoredin situ
by RHEED, utilizing a 20 kV primary electron beam whic
intersected the sample at an incidence angle of.2°. A Tek-
tronix C-5C oscilloscope camera was used to acquire
RHEED images. The combination of a quartz-crystal m
crobalance and an electron-impact emission sensor,
brated using Ge film thicknesses measured by microst
profilometry, provided continuousin situ measurements o
film growth ratesR.

The substrates were polished 1.532.5 cm2 Ge~001! plates
cleaved from 0.5-mm-thickn-type wafers with a miscut of
0.1° in the@110# direction and room temperature resistivitie
of 1–20 V cm (n5131015– 631013 cm23). Substrate
cleaning consisted of rinsing in deionized water to remo
the native oxide followed by repeated cycles of oxidatio
via a UV-ozone process,31 and oxide dissolution with the
final step being the formation of a clean protective UV-ozo
oxide cap layer. The wafers are then bonded to a Mo s
strate holder with In and immediately inserted into the UH
system where they are degassed at 250 °C for 45 min and
oxide is desorbed atTs>450 °C. This procedure provide
clean Ge surfaces with sharp 231 RHEED patterns and no
impurities detectable byin situAuger or x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopies. 600-Å-thick Ge buffer layers deposited
400 °C withR50.5 Å s21 also exhibited 231 RHEED pat-
terns with sharp Kikuchi lines indicating atomically smoo
surfaces. Average terrace lengths are*800 Å as measured by
scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!.4,7

Homoepitaxial Ge~001! layers were grown over the tem
perature rangeTs595– 190 °C withR maintained constant a
0.5 Å s21. Film growth temperatures were controlled bas
on substrate heater power which was calibrated using t
mocouples bonded to dummy substrates. The system
recalibrated periodically to correct for thermal drift and
determine reproducibility. Sample temperatures dur
growth were maintained to within65 °C and absolute value
are accurate to within610 °C.

The microstructure and crystalline quality of the laye
were investigated using XTEM and HR-XTEM in Philip
CM12 and Hitachi H-9000 microscopes operated at 120
300 kV, respectively. Specimens were prepared by glu
two samples film-to-film and then cutting a vertical secti
which was thinned to.20 mm by mechanical grinding. Fina
thinning to electron transparency was accomplished by A1

ion milling in a liquid-N2-cooled stage with the inciden
beam angle and energy progressively reduced from 10° t
and 5 to 1.5 kV in order to obtain samples with relative
even thickness distributions.

A Digital Instruments Multimode AFM, operating in tap
ping mode, was used to investigate surface morpholog
evolution in as-deposited Ge~001! layers. The measuremen
were carried out in air using oxide-sharpened Si tips hav
2-2
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MECHANISM FOR EPITAXIAL BREAKDOWN DURING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 125322 ~2003!
average tip radii of 50–100 Å. Images were linearly p
narized to remove sample tilting effects. The surface rou
ness was quantified using the height-height correlation fu
tion H(r)5^hihj& and the height-difference correlatio
function G(r)5^uhi2hj u2&, whereh is the height at posi-
tions i and j separated by a distancer and the brackets cor
respond to averages over the measured surface. The m
interisland separationd is extracted from the position of th
first local maximum inH(r). The correlation functions are
related to the surface widthw, which is equivalent to the roo
mean square~r.m.s.! roughness, through the relationsh
2w25G(r)12H(r). @G(r→`)#1/2 is directly proportional
to w in these experiments sinceH(r→`)→0, consistent
with STM results showing that the high-temperature
buffer layers are extremely flat.4,7 Values ofw and d were
obtained by averaging over at least three different 131 mm
regions of each sample. Two-dimensional slope histogra
were constructed from the vector normals to the surface a
points in the AFM images and are plotted with increas
surface angle from the center of the image.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Low-temperature growth of Ge~001! results in kinetic
roughening and limited epitaxial thicknesses. We us
RHEED, XTEM, and AFM to follow surface morphologica
evolution leading to epitaxial breakdown and to determineh1
andh2 as a function of film growth temperatureTs . Typical
RHEED results obtained along the@110# azimuth are shown
in Fig. 1 for Ge~001! layers deposited atTs5155 °C. Pat-
terns from buffer layers@e.g., Fig. 1~a!# consist of sharp 231
spots, with nearly equi-intense fundamental and half-or
features, characteristic of a very flat surface. During LT-MB

FIG. 1. RHEED patterns obtained along the@110# azimuth ~a!
following MBE growth of a 600-Å-thick Ge buffer layer on
Ge~001! at 400 °C and during growth of a homoepitaxial Ge~001! at
Ts5155 °C withR50.5 Å s21 to thicknesses~b! h5500,~c! 3500,
~d! 8100,~e! 9200, and~f! .11 000 Å.
12532
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growth, the diffraction features become streaky, the h
order intensities gradually decrease, diffuse scattering
creases, and the fundamental diffraction rods broaden.
example is shown in Fig. 1~b!, corresponding to a Ge~001!
layer with h.500 Å. The observed changes in the RHEE
patterns as a function ofh are indicative of a continuous
decrease in the average size of 231 reconstructed terraces
increasing step densities, and surface roughening.32,33 With
further deposition, vertical intensity modulations becom
visible along the length of the fundamental diffraction ro
signaling island formation in a multilayer two-dimension
~2D! growth mode34 @see, for example, Fig. 1~c! correspond-
ing to h53500 Å#. The modulations continue to increase
intensity with increasing layer thickness. Low-intensi
streaks near, or along,^111& directions appear ath.8100 Å
@Fig. 1~d!# signifying the development, as confirmed by HR
XTEM ~see below!, of $111% facets.

As the surface continues to roughen, the half order stre
disappear, diffuse scattering increases, and the pattern gr
ally transforms to being three dimensional~3D! as shown in
Fig. 1~e!, h59200 Å. The bulk diffraction spots are broa
and elongated along the@001# growth direction. The broad-
ening is inversely related to the mean interisland separa
while the elongation along@001# indicates that the averag
island height is less than the lateral size. Continued dep
tion gives rise to a decrease in the elongation of the b
diffraction spots as the islands grow faster in the vertical th
the lateral direction. The diffracted beams are also incre
ingly triangular-shaped as the low-intensity^111& streaks be-
come more distinct. With further deposition, the bu
RHEED diffraction spots gradually decrease in intensity, d
to the formation of the amorphous phase, and then co
pletely disappear@see, for example, Fig. 1~f!#.

The surface roughening process follows the same reac
path in all layers grown atTs&170 °C, but occurs more
rapidly at lowerTs . h1(Ts) is determined from RHEED ob
servations as the film thickness at which^111& streaks are
first observed andh2(Ts) is defined as the thickness at whic
the bulk diffraction spots completely disappear.

The microstructural evolution of LT-MBE Ge~001! layers
was followed as a function ofh and Ts using XTEM. HR-
XTEM images~not shown! reveal that for all samples, 11
lattice fringes are continuous through the film/substrate in
face. Typical bright-field@110# zone-axis XTEM and HR-
XTEM micrographs from Ge~001! films grown at Ts595
and 135 °C, illustrating the sequence of structural chan
observed in all films, are shown in Fig. 2. Ge~001! layers
deposited atTs&170 °C exhibit three distinct regimes. Th
first is a defect-free sublayer, as judged by both XTEM a
HR-XTEM, extending toh1 as shown in Figs. 2~a! (h
52100 Å and Ts595 °C) and 2~c! (h56750 Å and Ts
5135 °C). h1(Ts) determined from XTEM images is de
fined as the layer thickness at which bulk structural defe
are first observed. Values were obtained from examination
several micrographs, corresponding to.2 mm of interface,
for each sample investigated.h1 increases monotonically
with Ts , ranging from.650 Å at 95 °C to 2700 Å at 135 °C

Deposition beyondh1 leads to the formation of a defec
tive, but still epitaxial, region containing 111 stacking faul
2-3
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initiated by double-positioning defects on$111% facet planes
and microtwins. Examples are shown in Figs. 2~b! and 2~d!
which are HR-XTEM images of the regions outlined by t
small open white squares in Figs. 2~a! and 2~c!, respectively.
The growth mode transforms to an amorphous overla
with a columnar microstructure at a total thicknessh2 @also
labeled in Figs. 2~a! and 2~c!#. We defineh2(Ts) in XTEM
micrographs as the thickness at which the entire layer
transformed from epitaxial to amorphous.h2 increases from
.1550 Å at 95 °C to 5600 Å at 135 °C. The interface b
tween the defective epitaxial region and the amorph
phase is, although locally atomically abrupt, globally rou
and triangular shaped~in a two-dimensional projection!, with
$111% facets. Although the interface shape remains s
similar, the amplitude and period both increase withTs . HR-
XTEM results also show that the number density of 1
stacking faults and microtwins increases withTs @compare,
for example, Figs. 2~b! and 2~d!#.

LT-MBE Ge~001! growth to thicknessesh.h1 at Ts
595– 170 °C leads, in addition to stacking faults, to the f
mation of columnar structures with open boundaries til
toward the direction of the incident flux,.20° from the sub-
strate normal. This is also shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~c!. The
voided boundaries, whose widths increase withTs , originate
at the onset of the defective epitaxial sublayer and exten
the crystalline/amorphous interface where they evolve i
the open intercolumnar boundaries on the amorphous si

RHEED and XTEM results for Ge~001! LT-MBE are
summarized in Fig. 3 as a microstructural phase map plo
ash1 andh2 vs Ts ~95–190 °C!. Data from previous experi
ments carried out in the same growth system atTs

FIG. 2. @110# bright-field zone-axis XTEM micrographs o
Ge~001! layers grown by LT-MBE atTs with R50.5 Å s21 to thick-
nessesh. ~a! Ts595 °C, h52100 Å and~c! Ts5135 °C, h56750
Å. ~b! and~d! are HR-XTEM images of the regions outlined by th
small open white squares in~a! and ~c!, respectively.
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520– 100 °C~Ref. 8! are also included in Fig. 3. The tota
set of results, which overlap atTs595– 100 °C, are remark
ably consistent over the entire temperature range.h1 andh2
increase exponentially withTs and are well fit by the follow-
ing expressions:

h1}expF2E1

kTs
G ,

~1!

h2}expF2E2

kTs
G ,

whereE1 andE2 are 0.6160.05 and 0.4860.05 eV, respec-
tively. E1 is approximately equal to the activation energy f
Ge adatom diffusion along dimer rows on the Ge~001!231
reconstructed surface.7 The h1(Ts) andh2(Ts) curves inter-
sect atTc5170 °C, above which infinitely thick epitaxia
Ge~001! layers can be grown.

The inset in Fig. 3 is a plot of the ratioDh/h2 of the
thickness of the defective epitaxial sublayer to the total e
taxial thickness as a function of the film growth temperatu
Ts . While Dh increases from.900 Å atTs595 °C to 3100

FIG. 3. Microstructural phase diagram of Ge~001! layers grown
by LT-MBE as a function ofTs with R50.5 Å s21. h1 is the thick-
ness of the defect-free region andh2 is the total~defect-free plus
defective! maximum epitaxial thickness. Data over the rangeTs

520– 100 °C is from Ref. 8.
2-4
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Å at 155 °C,Dh/h2 continuously decreases from 0.81 atTs

520 °C to 0.29 at 155 °C to zero atTc.170 °C. From Eq.
~1!, the temperature dependence ofDh/h2 is

Dh

h2

}12expF2~0.13 eV!

kTs
G ~2!

corresponding to the solid line in the inset. (E12E2)50.13
eV is essentially equal to the previously reported free ene
difference, 0.12 eV, between amorphous and crystal
Ge.35,36

AFM results were used to provide a quantitative meas
of surface morphological evolution during Ge~001! LT-MBE
as a function ofTs . Figures 4~a!–4~f! are typical AFM im-
ages and corresponding 2D slope histograms obtained
Ge layers deposited atTs5155 °C with thicknesses of 70 Å
to 1.1 mm, corresponding to the RHEED patterns in Fig
1~a!–1~f!. Black-to-white gray scale valuesDz were chosen
to be four times the standard deviation of the height dis
bution around the average value and are therefore pro
tional to the surface widthw. The surface of the 600-Å-thick
Ge buffer layer~not shown! is essentially featureless an
extremely flat withw50.7 Å.

During the initial stages of LT-MBE Ge~001! growth, the
surface remains relatively flat, with a roughness,w50.9 Å,
comparable to that of the buffer layer, as shown in Fig. 4~a!
for a sample withh570 Å. Continued deposition results i
the emergence of a regular arrangement of small, roun
mounds@Fig. 4~b!, h5500 Å# which coalesce with increas
ing layer thickness.w, d, and the aspect ratiow/d are plotted
as a function of film thickness in Fig. 5.w increases continu
ously with h @Fig. 5~a!#, ranging from 0.9 to 2.2 to 4.0 Å
with h570, 500, and 1800 Å whiled increases from 250 to
510 to 780 Å@Fig. 5~b!#. Both w andd can be fit over this

FIG. 4. AFM images of the surface of Ge~001! layers grown by
LT-MBE at Ts5155 °C withR50.5 Å s21. Film thicknessesh and
black-to-white grayDz scales are~a! h570 andDz540 Å, ~b! h
5500 andDz570 Å, ~c! h53500 andDz5150 Å, ~d! h57500
and Dz5250 Å, ~e! h58100 andDz5400 Å, and~f! h51.1 mm
andDz51000 Å. The insets are two-dimensional slope histogra
ranging over625° in thex andy directions, showing the direction
of surface vector normals.
12532
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thickness range using scaling relationships of the fo
w}hb and d}hn. Physically,b is a measure of how fas
surface roughness develops whilen indicates the rate of is-
land coarsening. Roughening and coarsening exponents
found to beb.0.46 andn.0.35, respectively, for 70,h
,1800 Å. Although the island vertical growth rate is larg
than the in-plane expansion, the difference is relativ
small. This leads, as shown in Fig. 5~c!, to a slow increase in
the aspect ratiow/d from .0.0036 to 0.0051 over this film
thickness range. The intensity distributions in the tw
dimensional~2D! slope histograms in the insets of Figs. 4~a!
(h570 Å! and 4~b! (h5500 Å! exhibit Gaussian shape
centered at the origin with no intensity beyond 2.4° and
respectively, indicating that local surface slopes are
tremely shallow.

The surface roughening rate changes discontinuousl
h.1800 Å with b increasing from 0.46 to 1.08, while th
mound coarsening rate remains approximately constant
n.0.35. Figure 5~a! shows thatw increases from 4.0 Å a
h51800 to 26.3 Å ath58100 Å asd increases from 780 to
1400 Å over the same film thickness range. Thus, the mo
aspect ratiow/d, which exhibited a relatively slow increas
with h,1800 Å, rises rapidly at higher thicknesses, rang

s,

FIG. 5. ~a! The surface widthw, ~b! in-plane coherence lengthd,
and ~c! the aspect ratiow/d as a function of film thickness for
Ge~001! layers grown by LT-MBE atTs5155 °C with R50.5
Å s21.
2-5
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K. A. BRATLAND et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 125322 ~2003!
from 0.005 ath51800 Å to 0.019 ath58100 Å as the
mounds grow much faster vertically than laterally.

Deposition to film thicknessesh*1800 Å also results in a
transformation in surface mound shape from round to py
midal structures composed of square bases with edges
erentially aligned along the elastically soft37 ^100& directions.
The pyramidal islands coarsen and become better defi
with improved self-organization, ash increases. Typical im-
ages are presented in Figs. 4~c! and 4~d! for samples with
thicknesses of 3500 and 7500 Å. Ath*7500 Å deep cusps
are observed, predominantly at island corners@see, for ex-
ample, Fig. 4~d!#. Cusp formation occurs due to a combin
tion of kinetic roughening, a consequence of low adat
mobilities and the presence of Ehrlich barriers at step ed
with atomic shadowing. Continued deposition results
wider and deeper trenches between adjoining islands
gether with more extensive cusps. The local onset of epi
ial breakdown is visible in AFM micrographs@e.g., Fig. 4~e!,
h58100 Å# at h>h1(Ts) as clusters of small amorphou
hillocks emerging from the cusps. The clusters were verifi
to be amorphous by XTEM selected area electron diffracti
With further deposition, the clusters grow vertically and la
erally, eventually encompassing the entire surface of the
at h>h2(Ts) as shown in Fig. 4~f!.

Slope histograms forTs5155 °C layers withh53500 Å
@inset in Fig. 4~c!# are characterized by intensity distribution
which are within 4.2° of the@001# pole, compared to 3° for
layers grown toh5500 Å, with components which range ou
along the four̂ 100& in-plane directions up to 5.2°. The latte
indicates a tendency for facetting, consistent with the co
sponding AFM image showing that the rounded grow
mounds have transformed to pyramid-shaped structures.
etting increases with increasing film thickness. Ath57500
Å, most of the intensity in the slope histogram in Fig. 4~d! is
contained in the lobes extending out to 7.5° along^100& and
^010& directions. The marked decrease in intensity near
@001# pole indicates that the amount of flat surface area
tween trenches has greatly decreased. As the film thick
exceedsh1 , the 2D slope histograms become increasin
diffuse @see, for example, the insets in Figs. 4~e! and 4~f!#
due to epitaxial breakdown with a corresponding loss
long-range surface order.

AFM measurements provide no topographical inform
tion near the bottom of the deeper cusps due to the finite
size. In these regions, we use HR-XTEM to examine lo
surface morphology. Figures 6~a!–6~d! are typical @110#
zone-axis bright-field HR-XTEM micrographs showing su
face and near-surface features in Ge~001! LT-MBE layers
grown atTs5155 °C. Figure 6~a! is an image of a single
relatively shallow, cusp in the surface of theh57500 Å
Ge~001! layer of Fig. 4~d!. The walls of the cusp form angle
varying from 8° to 11° with respect to the film/substrate
terfacial plane. Further deposition toh58100 Å leads to
deeper cusps with a range of side wall angles from 20°
55°. The cusp in Fig. 6~b! has a side wall angle of.2363°.
Figure 6~c! shows a different cusp in the sameh58100 Å
sample, this one bounded by$111% facet planes~side wall
angle 554.7°! forming the shape of an inverted pyrami
These cusps are associated with narrow~.60–75 Å! voided
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regions which extend into the epitaxial sublayer at an an
of .20° to the substrate normal. LT-MBE Ge~001! growth
on $111% planes leads to the formation of 111 stacking fau
@also shown in Fig. 6~c!# which are initiated by double-
positioning defects. A lower-resolution XTEM image@Fig.
6~d!# of a different region of the same sample shows that
transition from epitaxial to amorphous Ge occurs along$111%
facets.

In order to examine the surface morphology at the on
of epitaxial breakdown, Ge~001! layers were grown to thick-
nessesh.h1(Ts). Typical examples are presented in Fig.
for films deposited atTs595– 165 °C. The surfaces of film
grown to h1 at Ts&115 °C consist of mounds which ar
compact and round shaped. AsTs is increased from 95 to
115 °C, the mounds coarsen and exhibit improved alignm
along ^100& directions@compare, for example, Fig. 7~a! cor-
responding toTs595 °C andh15560 Å with Fig. 7~b!, Ts
5110 °C andh15950 Å#. At Ts.115 °C (h151800 Å!, the
surface features are transformed from round mounds to
ramidal islands with square bases@see Fig. 7~c!#. Deposition
to h5h1 at still higherTs values leads to larger, primarily
due to coalescence, and better-defined pyramid struct
with enhanced self-organization along^100& directions. Deep
cusps are more easily visible in layers deposited at higheTs
due to the larger lateral length scales. The images show
Figs. 7~d!–7~f! correspond to growth temperatures rangi
from 140 to 165 °C withh154350 Å to 1.01mm.

Figures 8~a!–8~c! are plots ofw and w/h1 , d, and the

FIG. 6. High-resolution@110# bright-field XTEM micrographs
of homoepitaxial Ge~001! layers grown by LT-MBE at Ts

5155 °C withR50.5 Å s21 to thicknesses~a! h57500 Å and~b!–
~d! h58100 Å.
2-6
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aspect ratiow/d for Ge~001! layer thicknessesh5h1(Ts) as
a function ofTs . Figure 8~a! shows that the surface width a
the onset of defect formation is larger at higher film grow
temperatures.w(h1) increases from 4.5 Å atTs595 °C to
22.7 Å at 165 °C. However, as also shown in Fig. 8~a!, the
surface widthw at h1(Ts) normalized toh1 decreases from
6.931023 at Ts595 °C to 2.231023 at 165 °C.

The in-plane surface coherence lengthd at h5h1 in-
creases withTs due to the corresponding increase inh1(Ts)
which allows additional island coalescence.d(h1) varies
from .300 Å atTs595 °C to 1330 Å at 165 °C. A compari
son of Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! reveals that the slopes ofw(h1)
andd(h1) vs Ts are essentially equal, thus the mound asp
ratio at h1 @Fig. 8~c!# remains constant atw/d.0.02 irre-
spective of film growth temperature. This provides a dir
correlation between kinetic surface roughening and the o
of epitaxial breakdown ath1 .

The adsorption of hydrogen during film deposition (H2 is
the primary background gas in all MBE systems! has been
proposed as the primary mechanism limiting lo
temperature epitaxy.26,29,38 From Ref. 38, it is clear that H
coverages*1 ML significantly increase the surface roughe
ing rate and reduce LT-MBE Si~001! epitaxial thicknesses
This presumably occurs due to H atoms terminating surf
dangling bonds39 and inhibiting Si adatom diffusion.40 We
demonstrate below, however, that in the absence of sig
cant H surface coverages, LT epitaxial breakdown of co
lent semiconductors occurs as a result of a fundame
growth mode transition driven by kinetic roughening.

Due to the low reactive sticking probability of H2 on
Si~001!,41 even large H2 partial pressures have no effect o
h1(Ts) and h2(Ts) provided unshielded hot filaments an
electron beams~we use a Knudsen cell to evaporate Ge! are
switched off to avoid cracking the gas. We demonstrate
by repeating our LT-MBE Ge~001! growth experiments in H2

FIG. 7. AFM images of the surfaces of Ge~001! films grown by
LT-MBE at temperaturesTs with R50.5 Å s21 to critical epitaxial
thicknessesh1(Ts). ~a! Ts595 °C andh5560 Å, ~b! Ts5110 °C
andh5950 Å, ~c! Ts5125 °C andh52100 Å,~d! Ts5140 °C and
h54350 Å,~e! Ts5155 °C andh57500 Å, and~f! Ts5165 °C and
h51.01mm. Dz is the black-to-white gray scale range.
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partial pressuresPH2
of 131028 and 131027 Torr at Ts

5110 °C. We obtain identical results forh1 andh2 , as well
as for average mound widths and separationsw andd at the
critical thicknessh1 . The surface morphology consists, in a
cases, of compact rounded islands preferentially alig
along ^100& directions as shown in Fig. 7~b!.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results presented in Sec. III show that LT-MB
growth of homoepitaxial Ge~001!231 layers result in kinetic
roughening which ultimately leads, forTs&170 °C, to epi-
taxial breakdown. Three distinct sublayers are obtained
this low-adatom-mobility 2D multilayer growth regime. Th
films are structurally perfect, as judged by high-resoluti
TEM/XTEM, up to a thicknessh1(Ts). RHEED, AFM, and
HR-XTEM results show that the surface morphology evolv
via the formation of a periodic array of self-organized rou

FIG. 8. ~a! Surface widthw and average roughening ratew/h1 ,
~b! in-plane length scaled, and~c! aspect ratiow/d as a function of
substrate temperatureTs for Ge~001! layers grown by LT-MBE with
R50.5 Å s21 to critical epitaxial thicknessesh1(Ts).
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growth mounds which, for deposition atTs.115 °C, trans-
form to a pyramidal shape with square bases having ed
aligned along^100& directions. Continuing film growth to
thicknessesh.h1(Ts) leads to the formation of a defective
but still epitaxial, sublayer containing 111 stacking faults a
microtwins. Deep cusps bounded by$111% facets form in
interisland trenches at the corners of adjacent pyramids
h2(Ts), there is an irreversible transition from defective e
itaxy to amorphous deposition which is atomically abru
locally but whose interface is globally quite rough.

AFM analyses show that from the earliest stages of
MBE, kinetic roughening gives rise to the formation of sh
low round growth mounds which tend to self-organize alo
^100& directions. The surface widthw and mean interisland
separationd increase continuously withh as the surface
roughens and the mounds coarsen following power laws
the form w}hb and d}hn. The roughening exponent o
Ge~001! layers grown atTs5155 °C is b.0.46 with h
<1800 Å and 1.08 for 1800 Å,h&8100 Å while the coars-
ening rate remains constant atn.0.35 over the entire thick-
ness range. Our results are in excellent agreement with
STM analyses of Van Nostrandet al.4,7,42which yieldb.1.0
andn.0.4 at the sameTs . The sharp increase we observe
b with h.1800 Å is attributed to a transformation in th
surface features from round mounds to facetted pyram
islands@compare, for example, Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!#. At con-
stant film thickness, the surface roughness decreases
increasingTs .

The onset of epitaxial breakdown during Ge~001! LT-
MBE was investigated using quantitative AFM analyses
films grown toh5h1(Ts). The surface morphology of layer
deposited toh.h1 at Ts&115 °C, is composed of small,d
&300 Å, compact rounded mounds. A comparison of Fi
7~a!–7~f! shows that Ge~001! deposition at higherTs , giving
rise to largerh1 values, leads to additional island coalescen
resulting in larger mounds and increased surface rough
at h1(Ts). The higher-temperature mounds also exhibit e
hanced self-alignment alonĝ100& rows. AsTs is increased
above 115 °C~corresponding toh151750 Å!, the mounds at
h1(Ts) transform to pyramidal-shaped islands with a squ
base@compare, for example, Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! with 7~c!–
7~f!#.

As h approachesh1 , the aspect ratio of the pyramida
surface islands increases rapidly~see Fig. 5! giving rise to
deeper interisland trenches. The trenches result from inc
plete filling, due to atomic shadowing, of lower pyramid te
races. Cusps bounded by$111% planes, the low-energy face
in the diamond crystal structure,43,44 form at the base of the
trenches, primarily in the corners of adjacent sets of py
mids. The$111% facets originate at corners since the py
mids have edges along^100& while the facets are constraine
to lie along ^110& directions. HR-XTEM micrographs~Fig.
6! also reveal that shallower corner cusps coexist with
$111% facets in samples withh.h1 . Higher-order$11l % fac-
ets, e.g.,$113%, $115%, and $117% with side wall angles of
25.2°, 15.8°, and 11.4°, also lie along^110& directions. The
cusp regions represent a small fraction of the total surf
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area and hence$111% facets are not visible in correspondin
2D slope histograms.

Growth beyondh1 leads, through the combination of lim
ited adatom mobility and atomic shadowing, to a reduct
in the deposition rate at cusps. This results in incompl
coalescence of pyramids and the formation of colum
structures separated by intercolumnar voids@see, for ex-
ample, Figs. 2~a!–2~c! and Fig. 6~c!#. The spacing between
voided regions correlates with the mean interisland sep
tion, d51400 Å for Ts5155 °C, ath1 . Note that the inter-
columnar voids are oriented.20° from the substrate norma
and in the direction of the incident flux as shown, for e
ample, in Fig. 6~c!.

We find that LT-MBE Ge~001! films deposited on rotating
substrates also exhibit extended voided structures with
same spacing, but with columns which are orthogonal to
substrate surface. Voided regions have also been obse
during LT-MBE growth of Si~001! ~Refs. 45 and 46! and are
likely to be the origin of defects observed in LT-MB
Si~001! layers by post-deposition positron annihilatio
spectroscopy.47,48 Homoepitaxial LT Si~001! films grown us-
ing hyperthermal beams11,12 and ion-assisted depositio
techniques49 do not exhibit void formation due to collision
ally induced enhanced adatom mobilities which serve to
voids during island coalescence.

Low-temperature deposition on the$111% facets leads to
the formation of a defective sublayer containing 111 stack
faults and microtwins, which we observe by RHEED a
XTEM. Compared to$001% surfaces,$111% planes have
higher atom densities, exhibit more complex reconstructio
and have a higher activation barrier to adato
diffusion.15,50,51 Alternating $111% planes in the diamond
crystal structure have 1 and 3 dangling bonds~db’s!, respec-
tively. Figure 9 is a schematic illustration of a$111% faceted
cusp terminated with individual atoms each having one
Adatoms arriving on such surfaces can be accommodate
several possible sites, three of which are labeled A, B, an
in Fig. 9. Adatom A is pictured as bonding in an epitax
configuration, with its db’s aligned along the@ 1̄1̄0# and@110#
directions, thus continuing the ABC stacking sequence of
~111! plane. There are, however, two symmetry-related c
figurations giving rise to double-positioning defects. One
shown by adatom B, which involves a 60° rotation about
bond axis leading to stacking faults. If the rotation co

FIG. 9. Schematic drawing of an ideal surface cusp, bounded
$111% facets, which forms at the base of interisland trenches at
surface of LT-MBE Ge~001! layers prior to the onset of epitaxia
breakdown. Adatom A is shown bonded in an epitaxial configu
tion on a (1̄11̄) facet, B is a double-positioning defect, and adato
C is in a faultedA33A3 site on a~111! facet.
2-8
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MECHANISM FOR EPITAXIAL BREAKDOWN DURING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 125322 ~2003!
responds to 180°, a 111 microtwin is formed~not shown!.
Adatom C reacts at a threefoldA33A3 faulted hollow site
which passivates three Db’s while providing only one Db
its own.

Positioning of adatoms in sites such as B and C leads
rapid loss of long-range order, resulting in the conversion
amorphous layer growth ath5h2(Ts). This growth-mode
transition can be very abrupt as adatoms trapped at, for
ample, C sites completely alter the$111% surface-potential
template. Small increases in adatom diffusivities on the$111%
facets at higherTs result in higher stacking fault densitie
since a faulted epitaxial layer is in a lower energy state t
an amorphous layer.

As shown in Fig. 3, both critical epitaxial thicknessesh1
and h2 increase continuously withTs , following Arrhenius
relationships with activation energies ofE1.0.61 andE2
.0.48 eV.E1 is approximately equal to the activation ener
Em.0.65 eV for the diffusion of Ge adatoms on th
Ge~001!231 surface in directions parallel to the underlyin
dimer rows,7 while (E12E2) is essentially equal to the re
ported value for the enthalpy difference per atom, 0.12
between amorphous and crystalline Ge.35,36 Moreover, the
thermal energy (kTs50.038 eV! associated with the critica
temperatureTc.170 °C is close to the best estimate of t
Ehrlich barrier on Ge~001! surfaces Eb.0.045 eV.4,7,42

When the deposition temperature exceedsTc , the interisland
trenches do not become deep enough to reach the cr
aspect ratio, and, hence, the epitaxial thicknessh1 is infinite.
Thus, interlayer mass transport plays a decisive role not o
in determining surface roughening during multilayer grow
but also in controlling the extent of epitaxy.

Since cusp formation leading to the onset of epitax
breakdown occurs when the surface roughness reach
critical aspect ratio, irrespective ofTs , there must be a direc
relationship between the critical layer thicknesses plotted
Fig. 3 and the adatom surface diffusivity. If we mechanis
cally define the onset of epitaxial breakdown as the fi
thickness at whichw andd become sufficiently large that th
island peak to valley distancex is greater than the adatom
mean diffusion lengthL, we can estimate theTs dependence
of h1 . That is, cusps form whenx*L because adatoms can
not fill the trenches during deposition. Since the island s
walls form angles which are very shallow~aspect ratio
&0.02!, x can be approximated as half the mean interisla
separationd through the expression

x.
d

2
5

Bhn

2
, ~3!

whereh is the layer thickness,B is a constant, andn is the
coarsening exponent. From universal scaling theory52 and
experimental observations53–56 during film growth,L is re-
lated to the surface diffusivityD, and the deposition rateR
through the expression

L}S Ds

R
D a

, ~4!
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whereDs5D0exp(2Em /kTs) and the exponenta depends
upon the critical nucleus size and ranges from1

6 to 1
2 . Setting

x5L yields an expression forh1 as a function ofTs ,

h15F 2

B S D0

R
D aG 1/n

expS 2Ema

nkTs
D . ~5!

In our experiments,R50.5 Å s21, Em50.65 eV, andn
.0.35. The preexponential factorD0 is determined from the
expressionD05(b2n/4) in which b54 Å is the surface lat-
tice constant along dimer rows andn58.2731012 s21 is the
Ge Debye frequency.57 The best fit toh1(Ts), as shown by
the solid line in Fig. 3, is obtained witha5 1

3 and B
511.22.

The above experimental results and analyses can be
sembled to develop an atomistic growth model describ
epitaxial breakdown. A schematic two-dimensional cro
sectional view of the evolving Ge~001! surface with increas-
ing h is shown in Fig. 10. During the early stages of fil
growth, the surface is very smooth, with a roughness co
parable to that of the buffer layer@Fig. 10~a!#. Low adatom
mobilities combined with Ehrlich barriers, and/or deep tra
at step edges, to the migration of adatoms over down-s
lead to a divergence in adatom flux and, hence, increa
nucleation on terraces. As growth continues and the mu
level islands coalesce, trenches are formed between th
lands as illustrated in Figs. 10~b! and 10~c!. The trenches
become deeper and wider, i.e., the amplitude of the rou
ness increases, as deposition proceeds in the 2D multil
growth regime. Incomplete filling of terraces leads to t
development of deep cusps bounded by$11l % facets @Fig.
10~d!# which eventually transform into low-energy$111% sur-
faces@Fig. 10~e!#. Atomic shadowing in the cusps results
incomplete island coalesce and the subsequent formatio
intercolumnar voids.

FIG. 10. Schematic diagram illustrating the time~i.e., film thick-
ness! microstructural and surface morphological evolution duri
LT-MBE growth of Ge~001!.
2-9
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The transition from epitaxial to amorphous growth is in
tiated on$111% facetted cusps, where 111 stacking faults fo
due to double-positioning defects, as described above.
stacking faults quickly progress vertically and laterally alo
$111% facet planes as illustrated in Fig. 10~f!. The growth
mode initially transforms from crystalline to amorphous
the cusps, with the regions between adjacent valleys
epitaxial. The large-scale lateral epitaxial/amorphous in
face, as shown in the XTEM images in Fig. 2, forms wh
111 stacking faults at cusps on opposite corners or side
individual islands meet and hence completely transform
film to an amorphous overlayer at a thicknessh2 as shown in
Fig. 10~g!. The size of the 2D projections increases w
increasing Ts since the separation between individu
mounds and hence cusps ath1 is larger. Intercolumnar voids
continue through the defective epitaxial sublayer into
amorphous region, creating a columnar microstructure.

V. CONCLUSION

Epitaxial breakdown of Ge~001! layers grown by LT-
MBE at R50.5 Å s21 over the temperature rangeTs
595– 190 °C was investigated. Growth below a critical te
peratureTc.170 °C results in limited epitaxial thicknesse
and the emergence of three distinct sublayers. The first
gion is defect free and fully epitaxial, extending to a thic
nessh1 . Kinetic roughening during growth to thickness
h<h1 results in monotonic,Ts-dependent increases in th
surface widthw and mean interisland separationd. Surface
morphology evolves via the formation of a periodic array
self-organized round growth mounds which, for deposition
Ts.115 °C, transform to a pyramidal shape with squa
bases having edges aligned along^100& directions. Epitaxial

*Also at: Département de ge´nie physique, E´cole Polytechnique
de Montréal, C.P. 6079, Succ. Centre-Ville, Montre´al, Québec
H3C 3A7 Canada.
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